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Why it´s 
good for 
doing good…

• Inmutability
• Transparency
• Censorship resistance
• Borderless
• Near to zero transaction costs
• Accesibility



The right incentive

Right reward In the right 
actor 

At the right 
moment

Can shape 
human 

behaviour



New 
Governance 
models

• Once there is a set of rules 
• No humans are needed to grant 

their fulfillment
• Technology allows a new world of 

governance possibilities 







Blockchain for Humanity is an 
international not-for-profit 
foundation that recognizes, 

supports, receives donations and 
catalyzes resources to projects 
using blockchain technology to 

bring a positive change to 
humanity



The CDF creates an investment platform through which 
international investors can invest in promising, high-impact 
startups from developing countries. The funding set based on 
milestones and impact reports which have to be prepared by the 
startups and validated by different partners. It allows for 
increased transparency and industry reports once the platform 
has attracted a certain number of investors. CDF is addressing the 
areas of financial inclusion, job creation, international 
partnerships and private capital mobilization for the achievement 
of the sustainability goals of the UN.



CryptoConserje believes cryptocurrencies can provide economic 
stability to LATAM, particularly in places such as Venezuela where 
communities are suffering from severe shortages of food and 
medicine. However, their ideal goal extends to achieving 50% 
crypto adoption in a strategic town such as Cucuta, which sits in the 
border between Venezuela and Colombia. Through their paper 
wallet Airdrops, CryptoConserje is educating refugees to regain 
their financial sovereignty and security. 



WABA.network enables SMEs, entrepreneurs and local 
shops to increase their production and sales by creating 
stronger markets in Latin America. WABA achieves this 
through WABA Loyalty and WABA Credit Networks. WABA 
Loyalty is a B2C Network that connects smart buyers with 
local shops and increases consumers’ purchasing power. 
WABA Credit is a B2B Network that provides zero-interest 
credit and expanded markets.









Thank 
you!!!


